Important notes

Rheingoldweg
Starting point
Bus stop „Hafen“
Storchenallee, 65201 Wiesbaden-Schierstein
Directions
short-range public transportation: ESWE bus No. 23
leaving from Kirchgasse or via the A66 (Exit No. 3
Wiesbaden-Schierstein)

Taunus circular route
Starting point
Wiesbaden Tourist Information
Marktplatz 1, 65183 Wiesbaden
Directions
short-range public transportation: ESWE bus No. 4, 14
and 27 from main station Hauptbahnhof, Bus platform B to Dern’sches Gelände or walk for 10 minutes
from Hauptbahnhof along the Bahnhofstrasse.

Please be aware that hiking trails might be partially or totally
blocked due to logging or storm damage.

Wanderweg

Trail markings: White PVC sticker, with a red border and
green and black writing.

Wanderweg
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Starting point:
Wiesbaden Tourist Information, Marktplatz 1, 65183 Wiesbaden

The trails are accessible all year round. However, the path is not
gritted or cleared of snow in wintery conditions.

hiking
in wiesbaden

Taunus circular route (12 km = 7 miles)

Smoking is not allowed in the forest.

Start
+ finish

Pets must be on a leash due to the risk of rabies.

English

Starting at the Tourist Information, take a right past the rear of
the Market Church, then left through the street Schlossplatz
until you reach the street An den Quellen. Here you take a right
and then, keeping half-right, continue down the Burgstrasse,
across the Wilhelmstrasse and through the Theaterkolonnade.
Continue through the Kurpark and the next gardens on the Rhein
höhenweg (trail marking: “R”) past the castle ruins Sonnenberg
until you reach the Stickelmühle. There you leave the Rhein
höhenweg and walk left to the bus stop. There you turn right
and walk through the Goldsteintal to the restaurant „Schützenhaus“. From the restaurant continue left up to the Idsteiner
Strasse. There you take a left and walk until you reach the
Barnayweg. Follow this road to the right until you see the
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Eiche (oak tree). Now take a left on the Kanzel
buchenweg, past the Kanzelbuche (old beech tree) until you
reach the mountain Neroberg. The path down the station in the
valley is to the right of the top station of the Nerobergbahn
(funicular railway). Walk across the car park under the train
through the Nerotalanlage gardens and continue along the
Taunusstrasse until you reach the Saalgasse. Here you take a
right and after about 80 metres (90 yards) take a half-left over
the Kochbrunnenplatz, Kranzplatz, through the Langgasse
(pedestrian area) to Marktstrasse. Continue left down Markt
strasse. At the fountain Marktbrunnen walk left between the
Wiesbadener Stadtschloss (city palace) and past the town hall.
Then turn right into Schlossplatz and continue until you reach
the Tourist Information.

Observe the StVO (German road traffic regulation) when crossing or
using public roads.

STATE CAPITAL OF HESSEN

Rheinsteig®
The premium hiking trail on the right Rhine bank is
320 kilometres (198 miles) long and takes you between
Wiesbaden and Bonn to the upland range Siebengebirge via the Middle Rhine Valley into the Rheingau region.

The Taunus circular route Wiesbaden combines urbanity
with local recreation areas and demonstrates just how
diverse the city is. Along 12 kilometres (7 miles) it leads
past impressive tourist attractions in the city centre, through
the Kurpark onto the Neroberg, a popular beauty-spot.
16.7 km route (10 miles):
Schloss Biebrich – Schiersteiner Hafen – Gemarkung
Frauenstein – Goethestein – Frauenstein – Erlenbachtal
– Monstranzenbaum – Ludwig-Schwenk-Hütte – Lochmühle – Schlangenbad

The Rheingoldweg offers a beautiful walk through orchards,
vineyards and forests and you can choose between two
distances. No matter which you choose, you will pass the
harbour Schiersteiner Hafen, whose riverside promenade
has always been enjoyed as a recreational area.
Further information:
www.rheinsteig.de/en

The premium hiking trail Rheinsteig® and the Rheingau
Riesling Routes are further possibilities to get to know
Wiesbaden and the region on foot.
Rheingau Riesling Routes
The „Rheingau Riesling Routes“ cover approximately
120 kilometres (74 miles) and invite you to discover
unique sights of historical and cultural interest between
Flörsheim am Main, Wicker and Lorch am Rhein or alternatively Kaub in the World Heritage Site Upper Middle
Rhine Valley. They also lead you along various routes
through the state capital Wiesbaden.

16 km route (9 miles):
Rauenthal – Martinsthal – Frauenstein – Schierstein
7 km route (4 miles):
Eltville am Rhein – Niederwalluf – Frauenstein
6 km route (3 miles): Mainz-Kastel – Mainz-Kostheim –
Hochheim – Flörsheim-Wicker

Further information:
www.kulturland-rheingau.de
Starting at the bus stop “Hafen” walk left and then take a left
turn into the Hafenstrasse. Continue down Hafenstrasse and turn
right at the historic wine press into Am Lindenbach. Follow course
of the stream Lindenbach and you will come to a flight of stairs
that leads to Söhnleinstrasse. Cross the road here and continue
to the railway underpass. Go right after the underpass and take
the first paved path to the left through the motorway underpass
until you reach the restaurant “Grunsels Börnchen”. Continue on
the farm track until you come to a paved path on your left. This
path leads you across the main road to Frauenstein and then
through orchards. Take the third path on your right. Go to the
left when you reach a paved path and then take the second path
on the right. This will take you up a gentle slope and then take a
left. Now you can see the domain “Hofgut Nussberg”. Walk past

Rheingoldweg (12 km = 7 miles)

Starting at the bus stop „Hafen“ walk right along Storchenallee
until you get to the Kormoranweg on the right. Continue down
Kormoranweg until you reach the harbour Schiersteiner Hafen.
Turn left and follow the paved road that takes you round the
harbour. After you have crossed the bridge Dyckerhoffbrücke at
the entrance to the harbour, continue past the restaurant „Yacht
café“. Follow the roadway that turns right at the end of the
harbour until you reach Kleinaustrasse. Here you turn left. Cross
the street Söhnleinstrasse at the traffic lights and continue right

the farm and take a left down the hill, then the first path on
the right. At the end take a left and then take the path on the
right. Cross the motorway bridge and continue to the underpass.
From here take the street Hohlweg across railway bridge, then
go right on the street Schöne Aussicht until you reach the main
road Hauptstrasse. Cross this street and go down the Werftstrasse on the opposite side. Turn left at the end. Pass the sports
ground and the flood dam, on the Dammweg take a right. You
will now reach the harbour Schiersteiner Hafen. Cross the bridge
Dyckerhoffbrücke at the harbour entrance and go around the
harbour. Follow the Hafenweg until you come to Komoranweg.
Take a right here and continue until you reach the Storchenallee. Here you take a left turn and follow the Storchenallee
until you reach your starting point, bus stop “Hafen”.

Start
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Starting point:
Bus stop ”Hafen”, Storchenallee, 65201 Wi-Schierstein

to the next set of traffic lights. Here you turn left and walk along
the Freudenbergstrasse until you come to the first junction. Continue down Schneebergstrasse until you reach the church. Now
take a right and then shortly afterwards a left turn into the
Anton-Berges-Strasse. At the end of this street you cross the
Saarstrasse at the pedestrian crossing and follow the Sportplatz
weg until you come to Saarbrücker Allee. Now you take the Saar
brücker Allee, cross Rheingaustrasse and continue down Stor
chenallee until you reach your starting point, bus stop „Hafen“.

Start
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Starting point:
Bus stop ”Hafen”, Storchenallee, 65201 Wi-Schierstein

There are two permanent DVV hiking
trails in Wiesbaden, cared for by the
sports club Volksportverein Wiesbaden
1970 e.V. which invite you to explore the
state capital Wiesbaden on foot.

Rheingoldweg (5 km = 3 miles)

Hiking
in the state capital

